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Microscopic Quantum Dynamics Approach
Cumulant Approach
• Dynamic equations for correlation functions:
Cumulant Approach
• Resummation in terms of cumulants (connected Green's functions):
• Systematically truncate system of dynamic equations for the cumulants. beyond Gross-Pitaevskii Mean Field Dynamics
beyond Gross-Pitaevskii
Mean Field Dynamics
• Non-Markovian Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation:
• Coupling function :
T -matrix!
|0
• Markovian limit: → Gross-Pitaevskii dynamics: 
Microscopic Quantum Dynamics Approach
Photoassociation
Rate limits
Is the loss rate limited? 
GPE time evolution:
n(t, r) = n(t 0 ,r) 1+K(I)n(t 0 ,r)t Temporally local decay 'rate': 
n(t, r) = n(t 0 ,r) 1+K(I)n(t 0 ,r)t 
Temporally local decay 'rate':
K(t) = −Ṅ (t)/ dx n(x, t) 2 [T.G.,
GPE time evolution:
Temporally local decay 'rate':
GPE time evolution:
n(t, r) = n(t 0 ,r) 1+K(I)n(t 0 ,r)t Temporally local decay 'rate': Max. local decay rate according to
Is the molecule formation rate limited? Compare this fraction to the fraction of the number of atoms lost via spontaneous decay (green diamonds):
internuclear distance r potential energy V(r) • Condensates in microtraps: far-from-equilibrium dynamics in (quasi) onedimensional regime
• Long-time evolution (damping, drifting, thermalization)
